VideoTracker

®

global protection
for your premuim content

From ultra HD movie content to premium TV and live events, VideoTracker ®
provides critical protection to ensure exclusive delivery of your audiovisual
content to theaters, set-top-boxes and smart devices anywhere in the world.

The advancements of mobile Internet technology provides consumers easy
access to premium video content, thus increasing the possibility of unauthorized
distribution of your high-value intellectual property.
Vobile offers comprehensive protection solutions to minimize risks throughout
the distribution value chain.
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Key Features
� Monitors all video sharing sites including; Search Engines, UGC,
P2P, Cyberlocker, Hybrid, Linking and Live Streaming.
� Identifies copies instantly using advanced discovery techniques
without completely relying on metadata or tags.
� Accurately flags infringing copies of content using our patented
VDNA digital fingerprinting technology.

� Powerful, intuitive web-based interface is optimized for efficient
enforcement workflow.
� Flexible reporting provides pre-defined and custom reports of online
assets across sites, over time.
� Archives evidence files in secure datacenter storage accessible
24x7 to customers.

Visit www.vobileinc.com or contact us at info@vobilieinc.com for more information.
Vobile is the worldwide leader in video and audio content protection, measurement and monetization services. Its patented core VDNA technologies enable fully
automated identification, tracking and management of any video and audio content with high accuracy and scalability. Vobile operates the VDNA Database
(VDDB), which is the most comprehensive database of authorized video fingerprints, metadata and business rules from major movie studios, television networks
and record labels. Founded in 2005, the company is headquartered in Santa Clara, Ca., with additional offices in the United States, Japan and Hong Kong.
The Vobile, VDNA, VDDB, VideoTracker, MediaWise, mSync, logos are registered trademarks or trademarks of Vobile, Inc.

